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Association rule mining is one of the most important areas in data mining, which has
received a great deal of attention. The purpose of association rule mining is the discovery
of association relationships or correlations among a set of items.
In this paper, we present an efficient way to find the valid association rules among the
infrequent items, which is seldom mentioned and whose importance often get ignored by
other researchers. We design a new data structure, called Transactional Co-Occurrence
Matrix, in short TCOM, by two passing of the original transactional database. Then the
occurrence count of the itemsets and valid association rules will be mined based on TCOM,
which combines the advantages of both transactional oriented (horizontal) layout and item
oriented (vertical) layout of the database. It turns out that any itemsets could be randomly
accessed and counted without full scan of either the original database or the TCOM, which
significantly improves the efficiency of the mining processes.
© 2008 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
1.1. Association rule mining
Association rulemining is a very important topic in datamining. To find associations is to find relationships or correlations
among a set of items. An association rule in the form X → Y can be interpreted as ‘‘the items with attribute X are likely to
have attribute Y ’’. Because of its clear and easy understandable format, association rule mining is widely used in transaction
data analysis in business decision-making process.
Agrawal [1] first introduced the problem of deriving a categorical association rule from transactional databases. The
original concern is about to find relationships among different itemsets in a ‘‘market-basket’’ database. One can acquire
information of one set of items from the knowledge of the other set of items by examining the association rules. Such
information will be helpful for sales purposes. Since then, finding association rules has become an important field of
data mining and substantial researches have been conducted on association analysis on all aspect. Many algorithms for
association rule mining have been proposed in the literature. One of the most important algorithms is the innovative work
presented by [2] in which the usage of the monotone a priori property is introduced to reduce the computational cost of
frequent itemsets. [3] used the hash table structure to reduce the candidate space. [4] proposed the OPUS approach for
association rules. [5] constructed a compact tree-structure to alleviate the repeated I/O scan problem and improve the
frequency itemsets generation. And many others such as [6–9] have made important contributions as well. Branches of
association rule mining problem, such as numerical association rules [10,11], sequential rules [12,13], inter-transactional
rules [14] and constraint-based rules [15,16], have also been defined and studied.
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While substantial researches have been conducted in this field, there are few papers concerning the association rules
among the infrequent items. However, during the research process, the interesting patterns among infrequent items are
found quite desirable in many circumstances. Such examples could be easily found in the fields of the financial world, the
stock market, meteorology and many other disciplines. For example, in the field of a market-basket business, suppose you
are the manager of a grocery store. You know there are some goods seldom bought by customers, such as rubber plumber,
drain cleaner, arrid total deodorant, etc. So you want to know the association information among them in order either to
rearrange them to improve the sales or to get rid of them to save space for high demand items. Then you are probably out of
luck since using current existing methodologies, as you will not find any interesting associations on those low transaction
items since they are dropped at the very first step. However, an association relationship, such as 80% of rubber plumber
buyers will also buy drain cleaner, is highly desired in this case.
In this paper, we focus on mining association rules only containing the usually ignored infrequent items and present
a new method to find such rules. The other kind of association rules which are involved with both infrequent items and
frequent items are also interesting and will be discussed in a separate paper.
First we construct a data structure, called Transactional Co-Occurrence Matrix, in short TCOM, to store the useful data
information. A TCOM is amatrix structure that incorporates the linked ordered pairs, which combines the advantages of both
transactional oriented (horizontal) layout and item oriented (vertical) layout of the database. It turns out that any itemsets
could be randomly accessed and counted without a full scan of the original database or the TCOM, which significantly
increases the efficiency of the algorithms. Then by following the ordered pairs in the TCOM, the occurrence count of the
itemsets will be calculated and then the infrequent patterns and the valid association rules among infrequent items can
be mined out. This structure, with carefully selected parameters, such as the max_support =1 for all single items, is also
suitable for solving association rule mining problem for frequent items.
1.2. Formal definition
Let I = {i1, i2, . . . , im} be a set of literals called items. A subset X ⊆ I is called an itemset. A k-itemset is an itemset
that contains k items. Let T be a transaction that itself is an itemset. Define database D = {T1, . . . , Tn} be a multi-set
of transactions. An itemset X in transaction database D has a statistical significance called support, denoted as p(X). The
support of an itemset is the fraction of transactions that contains this itemset, such that
p(X) = |{T |T ∈ D, T ⊇ X}||D| .
An association rule is an implication X → Y , where X and Y are itemsets, and X and Y are disjoint. The itemset X is called
the antecedent and Y is called the consequent of the rule. For an association rule, there are two basic statistical significants,
support and confidence. The support of a rule is the ratio of transactions in database D containing both itemsets X and Y , or
p(X → Y ) = |{T |T ∈ D, T ⊇ X, T ⊇ Y }||D| = p(Y → X).
The confidence of a rule is the strength of implications and is defined as
c(X → Y ) = |{T |T ∈ D, T ⊇ X, T ⊇ Y }||{T |T ∈ D, T ⊇ X}| =
p(X → Y )
p(X)
.
A valid rule defined by support-confidence framework (Agrawal et al. 1993) is: X → Y is a valid rule if
(1) p(X → Y ) ≥min_support
(2) c(X → Y ) ≥min_confidence
wheremin_support andmin_confidence are given by users or experts.
Itemsets with support greater than or equal to min_support are called frequent itemsets. So association rule mining is
the process to find relationships between frequent itemsets.
An example of an association rule is: ‘‘60% of the customers that buy flowers also buy greeting cards; 5% of all transactions
contain both flowers and greeting cards.’’ Here 60% is called the confidence of the rule, and 5% is called the support of the
rule.
1.3. Association rules among infrequent itemsets
In this paper, the association rules only contain infrequent itemswill be studied. The definition for such rules is as follows:
An infrequent rule X → Y is a valid rule if
(1) let X = {i1, i2, . . . , im}, p(ik) ≤max_support, 1 ≤ k ≤ m
(2) let Y = {i1, i2, . . . , in}, p(ik) ≤max_support, 1 ≤ k ≤ n
(3) p(X → Y ) ≥min_support
(4) c(X → Y ) ≥min_confidence
wheremax_support, min_support andmin_confidence are given by users or experts.
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Table 1
Horizontal database layout.
Transaction Items
T1 B, G, H, I, J
T2 A, C, D, E, F
T3 B, C, E, F, G
T4 A, C, D, E, G
T5 B, I, J, K, L
T6 B, E, I, J, K
T7 A, C, G, H, I
T8 A, C, D, E, G
T9 D, E, G, K, L
T10 A, C, D, E, G
Table 2
Vertical database layout.
Items Transaction #
A 2, 4, 7, 8, 10
B 1, 3, 5, 6
C 2, 3, 4, 7, 8, 10
D 2, 4, 8, 9, 10
E 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 9, 10
F 2, 3
G 1, 3, 4, 7, 8, 9, 10
H 1, 7
I 1, 5, 6, 7
J 1, 5, 6
K 5, 6, 9
L 5, 9
An example of an association rule among infrequent items is: ‘‘We consider 10% as the maximal support threshold and
1% as the minimal support threshold. In a small town, it is observed that 5% of the days are rainy, 7% of the days are windy.
Then both rainy days and windy days happen infrequently. Records show 75% of rainy days are also windy days.’’ Here 75%
is the confidence of the rule.
1.4. Organization of rest of the paper
This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we shall explain two layouts of the databases and compare these two
layouts. We shall propose a new structure to store transactional database information which we call it Transactional Co-
Occurrence Matrix, TCOM in short, in Section 3. And then we shall present the general approach to mine the association
rules in Section 4. Experimental results and conclusion are presented in Section 5. Finally, in Section 6, we shall discuss the
results and talk about possible future work.
2. Transaction layout
2.1. Horizontal layout
Horizontal layout, also known as transactional oriented layout, is the standard format of the relational database, as shown
in Table 1. This layout has a great advantage that all items related with each other are glued together in a transaction. Han
et al. [5] introduced some innovative methods so that frequent patterns are generated without candidate generation. This
layout is widely used in many applications. On the other hand, the disadvantage of this layout is also obvious. There is no
index for items, whichmakes it hard to count the support of an itemset. Any time when the support of an itemset is desired,
a full scan of the database is needed.
2.2. Vertical layout
The index, or key, of vertical layout is the items. All transactions containing the same item share a row in the database. The
same database in Table 1 in the vertical layout is shown in Table 2, whose keys of the records are the items in the database
and the value of a single record is the list of transactions that contain the corresponding key item.
Vertical layout has its own advantages. First, it is very easy to find the support count for any itemset. For example, to
count the support of itemset ADG, only an intersection operation is necessary,
p(ADG) = |{2, 4, 7, 8, 10} ∩ {2, 4, 8, 9, 10) ∩ {1, 3, 4, 7, 8, 9, 10}||D| =
|{4, 8, 10}|
10
= 0.3.
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Table 3
Co-occurrence matrix.
So the support count of any k-itemsets can be calculated in constant time without a full scan of the database. Second,
a vertical layout is suitable for distributed databases. Since there is no need to scan the whole database to find the
support of an item, so the local computers can work on their own transactions and generate frequent itemsets in parallel,
then the final frequent itemsets could be generated based on the local results. A vertical layout, however, will make the
process of computing the frequent itemsets very tedious and impractical if the number of attributes in a database is
large. This is because we have to generate all combinations of the items before a complete set of frequent itemsets could
be found.
3. Transactional Co-Occurrence Matrix
In order to employee the advantages of both horizontal and vertical layouts, we create a matrix structure called
Transactional Co-Occurrence Matrix, in short TCOM. The algorithms designed on the base of TCOM are very efficient and
fast after it is constructed since full access of original database or TCOM is no longer necessary.
A Transactional Co-Occurrence Matrix is an innovative variant of a co-occurrence matrix [17]. A co-occurrence matrix is
a square two-dimensional matrix, whose rows and columns are items, or called attributes. If there areM items (attributes)
in the database, the size of the corresponding co-occurrence matrix will beM ∗M .
The construction of the co-occurrence matrix is straightforward and requires a full I/O scan of the database. Let us use
our example to illustrate the process. Initially, the values of cells in the matrix are set to be 0. Then the first transaction (B,
G, H, I, J) is read from the database, which indicates the co-occurrence of these 5 items. Thus 1 will be added to the cells at
the intersection of any 2 out of these 5 items, such as add 1 to the cells at the row B column G, H, I and J, the cells at row G,
column B, H, I and J, etc. At the diagonal of the matrix, the cells are the intersection of the same items, which indicates the
occurrence count of each single item. To keep such information, 1 will be added to the corresponding cell at diagonal if the
item is in the transaction, or else leave it unchanged. Table 3(a) shows the co-occurrence matrix after first transaction being
read. Table 3(b) shows the co-occurrence matrix after second transaction being read. Repeat this step until all transactions
are processed. Table 3(c) shows the final co occurrence matrix of our example.
Then a co-occurrence matrix could be used to find association rules.
Before that, let us define different types of rules according to its size: the simple rule and the high-degree rule. A simple
rule, also called a one-one rule, is a rule with size 1 itemsets as both the antecedent and the consequence. While a high-
degree rule is a rule that is not a one-one rule, for example, a rule X → Y where X and Y are itemsets and the number of
items in X and the number of items in Y are not simultaneously equal to 1.
It is easy to notice that a co-occurrence matrix is great to mine the simple rules but is impossible to mine a high-degree
rule since the transactional information of 3 or more items are lost during the construction of the matrix. But such rules
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Table 4
Items with occurrence count in descending order.
Item G E C A D B I K J F H L
Occurrence count 7 7 6 5 5 4 4 3 3 2 2 2
Table 5
Infrequent items with their support.
Infrequent item B I K J F H L
Support 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.2
Table 6
Runtime count list after first transaction.
Item Trans. B I K J F H L
Runtime count 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0
Table 7
TCOM after first transaction.
B I K J F H L Tail
Head (1, 1)
B (1, 1)
I (1, 1)
K
J (1, 1)
F
H (1, 1)
L
are desired for most of the time. Another drawback of the co-occurrence is that the items are not sorted according to their
occurrence counts, which will significantly slow down the itemset searching during the mining process.
To overcome the above shortcomings, we incorporate transactional information into a sorted co-occurrence matrix and
make it suitable for all association rule-mining tasks.
The transform from the original database into the transactional co-occurrence matrix layout requires two passes of the
database. The first pass of the original database is to count the occurrence of each item and sort items into descending order
according to their occurrence counts. During the second pass of the original database, each transaction is sorted and then
inserted into the transactional co-occurrence matrix.
To illustrate the process, let us consider the construction of the TCOM using our example. After the first pass of the trans-
actions, the occurrence of each item is counted and then the items are stored in the descending order as shown in Table 4.
Then the transactions will be read in one more time and the following procedures will be applied to each transaction.
First, a transaction is sorted in descending order. Then non-infrequent itemswill be discarded. Finally it will be inserted into
a co-occurrence matrix.
During the above procedures, we have created a list to store the runtime count of each item and a (M + 1) ∗ (M + 1)
matrix, where M is the number of infrequent items. Comparing with the co-occurrence matrix, a new row is inserted into
the matrix as the first row to indicate the beginning of the transactions. And a new column is added as the last column to
indicate the end the transactions.
Let max_support = 0.4 in our example, then there are 7 infrequent items as shown in Table 5. And an 8 by 8 TCOM is
constructed, in which ordered pairs are used to keep the transactional information.
Now suppose the first transaction (B, G, H, I, J) is read in and will be encoded into the TCOM. First, this transaction is
sorted and the non-infrequent items are discarded. So that we get first transaction as (B, I, J, H) and it is being stored in the
runtime count list as shown in Table 6.
It is easy to understand that all the numbers in the Table 6 above are equal to 1 since it is the first transaction and that
is the first appearance of each item in the database. Here the first item is B so we put an ordered pair into cell at row ‘Head’
column B to record this information. The reason we use row ‘Head’ is that it indicates the beginning of a transaction. While
the transactional information is obtained from the runtime count list – first transaction, first B in the database. So the ordered
pair (1, 1) is inserted into the cell at row ‘Head’ crossing column B. Next, I is following B and the runtime counts of both I
and B are 1. So add (1, 1) to the cell at row B and column I to record the information that the first I in the database follows
the first B in the database. Repeat this process until the last item H. H follows item J, so we insert an ordered pair (1, 1) into
the cell at row J and column H. Then we notice that item H is the last item in the first transaction. So an ordered pair (1, 1)
is inserted into the cell at row H, column ‘Tail’ to indicate the first H in the database is the last item of the first transaction.
Transaction 1 in TCOM is shown in Table 7.
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Table 8
Runtime count list after second transaction.
Item Trans. B I K J F H L
Runtime count 2 1 1 0 1 1 1 0
Table 9
TCOM after second transaction.
B I K J F H L Tail
Head (1, 1) (2, 1)
B (1, 1)
I (1, 1)
K
J (1, 1)
F (1, 2)
H (1, 1)
L
Table 10a
Runtime count list after third transaction.
Item Trans. B I K J F H L
Runtime count 3 2 1 0 1 2 1 0
Table 10b
TCOM after third transaction.
B I K J F H L Tail
Head (1, 1) (3, 2) (2, 1)
B (1, 1) (2, 2)
I (1, 1)
K
J (1, 1)
F (1, 2) (2, 3)
H (1, 1)
L
Table 11a
Final runtime count list.
Item Trans. B I K J F H L
Runtime count 10 4 4 3 3 2 2 2
Table 11b
Final TCOM.
B I K J F H L Tail
Head (1, 1) (3, 2) (5, 3) (6, 4) (7, 4) (9, 3) (2, 1)
B (1, 1) (3, 2) (4, 3) (2, 2)
I (2, 1) (3, 2) (1, 1) (4, 2)
K (1, 2) (2, 3) (3, 2)
J (1, 1) (2, 1) (3, 6)
F (1, 2) (2, 3)
H (1, 1) (2, 7)
L (1, 5) (2, 9)
Tomake our methodmore clear, we show how to put transaction 2: (A, C, D, E, F), into the TCOM. Second transaction has
been read in, sorted and truncated as (F). Then the runtime count list is updated as shown in Table 8.
There is only 1 item F in this transaction and this is the first appearance of item F in the database. Also from the runtime
count list we know it is the second transaction in the database. Thus an ordered pair (2, 1) is inserted into the cell at row
‘Head’, column F and an ordered pair (1, 2) is inserted into the cell at row F and column ‘Tail’ as shown in Table 9.
The same operations are performed for the rest of the transactions in the database. Tables 10a and 10b shows the runtime
count list and the TCOM after third transaction G, E, C, B and F.
The final state of runtime count list and TCOM of our example is shown in Tables 11a and 11b.
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TCOMhas great advantage by combining the transactional oriented informationwith item oriented information into one
single structure. During the mining process, two pieces of information are needed.
1. For a given transaction, we need to know what items it contains;
2. For a given itemset, we need to know the occurrence count of this itemset.
If we only use the horizontal layout database (the original database) to do the mining problem, then a full access of the
database is needed every time when the occurrence count of an itemset is desired. On the other hand, if we only use the
vertical layout database then a full access of the database is needed every time when the first kind of information is desired.
However, we will never need full access of the database during the mining process by using the TCOM. For example, to
find out the items in transaction 5, we start with the row ‘Head’ and search the ordered pairs for the number 5 as the first
parameter. This pair is (5, 3) and locates at column B. So we know item B is in transaction 5 and this B is the third time
appears in the database. Follow this third B by searching row B for the ordered pairs with 3 as its first parameter and then
locate the corresponding column, we obtain an ordered pair (3, 2) at column I, which indicates that the item I follows B and
this is the second I in the database. Repeat this step without full scan of the database, we can easily find that items K, J and
L are also in transaction 5.
At the same time, if we want to know the occurrence count for any itemset, such as the itemset BIK, there is also no need
for full access of the database as shown in the following process. Start with row B and search for the ordered pairs in column
I. There are 3 pairs so 3 transactions contain BI and we know such transactions contain the first 3 Is in the database since
the second parameters are 1, 2, and 3. Then we shall find the exact occurrence count of BIK by following the above 3 Is. In
row I, two of above Is locate at column K. Thus the occurrence count for itemset BIK is 2.
4. Mining process
Unlike previous literaturewhich has to find all itemsets before finding the valid association rule, we directly find the valid
association rules and itemsets simultaneously.We call ourmining process as TCOM_mining. It is an item oriented algorithm
and the simplified version is shown below.
TCOM_mining:
1. Let set I be the set of infrequent items, I = {i1, i2, . . . , in}
// the items in I is in decreasing order according to their occurrence count, such as
// occurrence_count(i1) ≥ occurrence_count(i2) ≥ · · · ≥occurrence_count(in),
// which can be obtained directly from the TCOM
2. Start with item in, for each item ir in the set I , 1 ≤ r ≤ n
2.1 Let ISSET be the set of itemsets, initially ISSET is an empty set
2.2 Find out all existing itemset ISA = {is1, is2, . . . , ir} where occurrence_count(is1) ≥ occurrence_count(is2) ≥
· · · ≥ occurrence_count(ir )
2.3 Populate ISSET with itemsets found in step 2.2
2.4 Find out occurrence count for each ISA found in step 2.2
3. For each itemset ISA in the set ISSET
// find two kinds of rule: the rules in which ir is in the antecedent and ir is the least
// frequent item and the rules in which ir is in the antecedent and ir is only the least
// frequent item in the antecedent but not in the whole rule
// step 3.1 is to find first kind of rules
3.1 For each itemset ISB in the set ISSET where ISB 6= ISA
3.1.1 If ISB contains ISA
3.1.1.1 Let ISC be the difference of ISB and ISA
3.1.1.2 If occurrence_count(ISB) ≥ occurrence_count(ISA) ∗ σ
// σ is the minimal confidence threshold
3.1.1.2.1 ISA → ISC is a valid rule
End if //occurrence_count(ISB) ≥occurrence_count(ISA) ∗ σ
End if // ISB contains ISA
End for // each itemset ISB in the set ISSET
// steps 3.2–3.4 are to find second kind of rules
3.2 Find out all happened itemset ISB where ISB contains ISA, and there exist at least one item j in ISB with
occurrence_count(j)<occurrence_count(ir )
3.3 Find out the occurrence count for each ISB found in step 3.2
3.4 For each itemset ISB found in step 3.2
3.4.1 Let ISC be the difference of ISB and ISA
3.4.2 If occurrence_count(ISB) ≥ occurrence_count(ISA) ∗ σ
3.4.2.1 ISA → ISC is a valid rule
End if //occurrence_count(ISB) ≥occurrence_count(ISA) ∗ σ
End for // each itemset ISB found in step 3.2
End for // each itemset ISA in the set ISSET 
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Table 12
The number of itemsets start with B Vs. start with L.
B I K J F H L
No. of itemsets start with item B 21 10 4 3 1 1 1
No. of itemsets start with item L 1 2 4 8 2 8 16
Theorem 1. TCOM_mining is complete.
Proof. Let I be the set of infrequent items, I = {i1, i2, . . . , in}. Let X and Y be two itemsets where X and Y are subsets of I
and X ∩ Y = Φ . Let item ir be the least frequent item in itemset X .
If there exists a rule X → Y , to verify the validity of this rule we need to verify the confidence inequality
c(X → Y ) = p(X → Y )
p(X)
= occurrence_count(X ∪ Y )
occurrence_count(X)
≥ σ .
This verification can be done and only can be done when TCOM_mining process item ir . During the step 2, we shall find
out all such itemsets together with their occurrence counts that satisfy the following conditions:
1. The itemsets that ever happened in the database at least once;
2. The itemsets that contain item ir ;
3. The itemsets in which the item ir is the least frequent item.
Thus if itemset X exists, the occurrence count of it can be found out during step 2.
We can classify itemset Y into two categories according to the items in Y .
1. Every item j in itemset Y , occurrence_count(j) ≥ occurrence_count(ir )
2. There exists at least one such item j in Y that occurrence_count(j) <occurrence_count(ir ).
For the first kind of Y , the occurrence count of X∪Y is found during step 2 and the verification of rule X → Y is performed
at step 3.1.
For the second kind of Y , we shall find the occurrence count of X ∪ Y at step 3.2 and 3.3. Rule X → Y is verified at step
3.4.
So for any potential rule X → Y , the validity of it can be verified when the TCOM_mining processes the least frequent
item ir in itemset X . Thus TCOM_mining is complete. 
Here we have two choices to conduct the first step of the mining process. We can find the itemsets starting from the
most frequent infrequent item or from the least frequent item. Experimental results show that if we choose to start from
the most frequent infrequent item then we need more memory space to record the itemsets because the item with higher
frequency count happens with more other items together than the item with lower frequency count, which indicates there
are more itemsets containing the item with high frequency count than the item with low frequency count. In our example,
if we choose to start with the most frequent item B and find all itemsets that contain B and the items with less occurrence
count than B. Then there are 4 branches starts with B, BF, BIJH, BIKJ and BIKJL. And in total there are 21 itemsets containing
item B, namely itemsets B, BF, BI, BJ, BH, BK, BL, BIJ, BIH, BJH, BIK, BIL, BKJ, BKL, BJL, BIJH, BIKJ, BIKL, BIJL, BKJL and BIKLJ.
However, if we choose to start with the least frequent item L and find all itemsets that contain L and the items with higher
occurrence count than L. Then there are 2 branches LK, LJKIB and in total 16 itemsets. Table 12 shows the number of itemsets
we could find by two different processing methods during the first step of the mining process.
From Table 12, we notice the itemsets distributemore evenly if we start with item L. Andwe only need thememory space
to store up to 16 itemsets. However, if we start with item B then we need 30% more memory space to store 21 itemsets.
Experimental results show that to find the itemsets startingwith themost infrequently occurring item can easily use 3 times
or more memory than starting with the least infrequently occurring item. Thus to minimize the usage of the memory, we
choose to perform the mining process from the least infrequently occurring item to the most infrequently occurring item,
in our example, from item L to item B.
For a given item ir , we need to find all itemsets that contain this item and the items with higher occurrence count. The
transactions that contain item ir shall appear on the column of this given item in TCOM. So we first search the column of
the given item in TCOM for ordered pairs. Each ordered pair in this column indicates that there exists one transaction that
contains the column item ir . Then we trace the links between the ordered pairs start with the ordered pairs in this column
backwards to the row ‘Head’. The items on the path from the given item to row ‘Head’ are the co occurrence items of this
given item. And their occurrence counts are all greater than the occurrence count of this item ir . As long as we find out all
the items in the transactions, we could calculate the occurrence count of the itemsets by combination.
To illustrate the process, let ir = L and we will show the process to find the itemsets that contain item L and the items
with higher occurrence count, namely items H, F, J, K, I and B. In TCOM, Table 6, we search the column L for the cells that
have ordered pairs. The first such cell locates at row K with value as (3, 2). Trace back by searching column K for the 3rd
K in the database, which is the ordered pair with the second parameter is equal to 3. It is on row ‘Head’, so we know this
transaction only contains 2 infrequent items L and K. By combination, there are two itemsets that contain item L, namely
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Table 13
Itemsets that contains item L.
Itemset Occurrence count Itemset Occurrence count
1 L 2 9 LKI 1
2 LK 2 10 LKB 1
3 LJ 1 11 LIB 1
4 LI 1 12 LJKI 1
5 LB 1 13 LJKB 1
6 LJK 1 14 LJIB 1
7 LJI 1 15 LKIB 1
8 LJB 1 16 LJKIB 1
Table 14
Itemsets that contain item J.
Itemset Occurrence count Itemset Occurrence count
1 J 3 5 JKI 2
2 JK 2 6 JKB 2
3 JI 3 7 JIB 3
4 JB 3 8 JKIB 2
itemsets L and LK. And the occurrence counts of both itemsets are increased by 1. Another non-empty cell in column L is at
row J. Trace the links between the ordered pairs back to row ‘Head’, we find that this branch contains items J, K, I and B. By
combination, we know itemsets L, LJ, LK, LI, LB, LJK, LJI, LJB, LKI, LKB, LIB, LJKI, LJKB, LJIB, LKIB and LJKIB ever occurred in the
database. And each of these itemsets’ occurrence count is increased by 1.
There are nomore ordered pairs in column L. So we combine the above results and thus find all the itemsets that contain
item L with their corresponding occurrence counts, as shown in Table 13.
The second step of our mining process is to find all valid rules with the itemsets we find out in the first step as
antecedences. The rules we need to find out in this step can be classified into two groups by verifying whether the item
ir is the least frequent item in the whole rule or not: 1. the rules with ir on the antecedence and ir is the least frequent item
in the rule. 2. the rules with ir on the antecedence, but there exists at least one itemwith its occurrence count less than ir on
the consequence. We can find out the first kind of rule directly by using the information found in the first step. Our method
is to compare any two itemsets ISA and ISB found in the first step. If one is the subset of the other, say ISA is the subset of
ISB. Then let ISC be the difference of ISB and ISA. To verify the validity of the rule ISA → ISC , we need to verify the following
inequality
c(ISA → ISC ) = p(ISA → ISC )p(ISA) =
occurrence_count(ISA ∪ ISC )
occurrence_count(ISA)
= occurrence_count(ISB)
occurrence_count(ISA)
≥ σ .
That is equal to verify occurrence_count(ISB) ≥ occurrence_count(ISA) ∗ σ .
So we only need the occurrence count of ISA and ISB to verify the validity of such rules, both of which are found in the
first step. To find the second kind of the rule, we need one more access of the TCOM to find out the occurrence count of the
set of the rule items and then to verify the validity of such rules.
To illustrate our method, let us find the rules with itemsets containing item L as the antecedences. Only the first kind of
rule exists for item L since it is the least frequent item in the database. To find such rules, we need to find out all such pair
of itemsets that one is the subset of another. We start with itemset L, which is the subset of any itemsets in Table 8. To find
valid rules, we need to find such itemsets that their occurrence counts are greater than or equal to occurrence_count(L)*
σ = 2 ∗ 0.6 = 1.2. There is only one such itemset LK. Thus there is only one rule with L as antecedence, namely L → K.
Then we set the second itemset in Table 8 — LK as the antecedence. We find its supersets are LJK, LKI, LKB, LJKI, LJKB, LKIB
and LJKIB. But none of these supersets has occurrence count that greater than occurrence_count(LK) ∗ σ = 2 ∗ 0.6 = 1.2.
So there are no such rules that the antecedence is LK. The same process is performed on each pair of itemsets and thus all
rules with L on the antecedences shall be mined out.
To illustrate our method more clearly, let us show the mining process performed on item J. The first step is to find all
itemsets that contain J and the items with higher occurrence count K, I and B. We search the column J in the TCOM for
ordered pairs and then trace each ordered pair back to row ‘Head’ to find the items that happen with item J in the same
transactions. One such transaction contains items J, I, B. The other two transactions contain items J, K, I, B. By calculating the
combinations, we find the itemsets together with their occurrence counts as shown in Table 14.
For item J, there are two kinds of rule we need to mine out. During the process of finding the first kind of the rules, we
could apply the heuristic property of association rules to avoid the comparison of every possible pair of itemsets hence to
increase the efficiency of our algorithms.
Based on the theory presented by Agrawal and Srikant [2], we derived the following 3 Heuristic Properties.
Heuristic Property 1. If X → Y is a valid rule, then X → Z must be a valid rule where Z ⊂ Y and Z 6= Φ .
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Table 15
Involving list for itemset JK.
Row The number of the ordered pairs involved
J 1
L 2
Table 16
Mining second kind of rules with JK on the antecedence.
Rule itemset Occur. Ante. Poss. cons. Poss. rules Valid
LJK 1 JK L JK→ L No
LJKI 1 JK LI JK→ LI No
LJKB 1 JK LB JK→ LB No
LJKIB 1 JK LIB JK→ LIB No
Proof. Since Z is the non-zero subset of Y , then following is always true
p(X → Z) = p(X ∪ Z) ≥ p(X ∪ Y ) = p(X → Y ).
So c(X → Z) = p(X∪Z)p(X) ≥ p(X∪Y )p(X) = c(X → Y ) ≥ σ .
So X → Z must be a valid rule. 
Heuristic Property 2. If X → Z is not a valid rule, then X → Y cannot be a valid rule where Y ⊃ Z.
Proof. Since Y is the superset of Z , then following is always true
p(X → Y ) = p(X ∪ Y ) ≤ p(X ∪ Z) = p(X → Z).
So c(X → Y ) = p(X∪Y )p(X) ≤ p(X∪Z)p(X) = c(X → Z) ≤ σ .
So X → Y is not a valid rule. 
Heuristic Property 3. If X → Y is a valid rule, then W → Z must be a valid rule where X ⊂ W ⊂ (X ∪ Y ) and
(W ∪ Z) = (X ∪ Y ).
Proof. c(W → Z) = p(W∪Z)p(W ) = p(X∪Y )p(W ) ≥ p(X∪Y )p(X) = c(X → Y ) ≥ σ .
SoW → Z must be a valid rule. 
For example, let us find the rules with JK as the antecedence. We know the longest itemset contained JK is JKIB with
occurrence count 2, which is greater than occurrence_count(JK) ∗ σ = 2 ∗ 0.6 = 1.2. So JK → IB is a valid rule. According
to Heuristic Property 1, we immediately know that JK → I and JK → B are also valid rules.
To find the second kind of the rules that there is at least one item with occurrence count less than item J, we perform
the following procedures. For a given itemset found in the first step, we first find out the transactions that contain it by
following the links in the TCOM. If there exists at least one item in the transaction with occurrence count less than the items
in the given itemset, we calculate the itemsets that contain such items and set them as the possible consequences of the
rules. Then we can find out all valid rules by using the four criteria given in Section 1.3.
Let us find all second kind of rules with JK as the antecedence. Our method starts with item J, the least occurred item
in the antecedence. Search the column J in TCOM for non-empty cells. For each pair in such cells, follow the links go back
towards to row ‘Head’ to check whether this branch containing itemset JK. If yes, then we follow the links forward down to
the column ‘Tail’ and store such information into an involving list as shown in Table 15 for the use of the following mining
process. The first ordered pair in column J is at row I, which means in this branch item I is the previous item before J. But
notice that the occurrence count of item I is greater than item K. Hence this branch does not contain itemset JK. The other
non-empty cell in column J is at row K. Follow the links back towards to ‘Head’ and find this branch contains itemset JK. So
start with the pair on row K, column J and trace the links down to the column ‘tail’ and store the branch information into
Table 15.
Then we need to find out all the itemsets that contain itemset JK and at least one item with occurrence count less than
K. The process is similar to the first step of the mining process: find the itemsets that contain a given item. Instead this time
we start with column ‘Tail’ with the ordered pairs in the involving list. The first such pair is at row J. We trace the links and
find items J, K, I, B are in this branch. There is no such item such that its occurrence count is less than the occurrence count
of K. So there is no second kind of rule from this branch. Thenwe trace the ordered pair at row L and find this branch contain
items L, J, K, I and B. After calculating the itemsets that contain JK and L, together with their occurrence counts, we get the
results shown in Table 16.
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Table 17
Running time in second needed to mine T20I1D100k.
Min. support (%) 0.5 0.25 0.1 0.05 0.025 0.01
Apriori 20.2 53.7 134.1 225.4 350 N/A
FP-Growth 49.3 201 799.2 1176 1223.6 2353.8
TCOM_mining 14.6 43.8 100 156.2 171.8 377.3
Frequent itemsets 3214 18069 102K 256K 756K 4786K
Fig. 1. Running time for mining T20I1D100k with different support level.
Fig. 2. Running time for mining T20I1D100k with support 0.1% at different confidence levels.
To verify the rules in Table 16, we first obtain the occurrence count of JK from Table 14 then apply the
criteria occurrence_count(ISB) ≥ occurrence_count(ISA) ∗ σ . For example, since occurrence_count(LJK) = 1 <
occurrence_count(JK) ∗ σ = 2 ∗ 0.6 = 1.8, then JK→ L is not a valid rule. Applying the same method, we shall verify all
rules as shown in Table 16.
The significant advantage of the TCOM_mining process is that the whole mining process does not create more structure.
Only a little more memory space is required to store the itemsets created in the middle steps. And this process does not
need any I/O access nor need full scan of the TCOM. So our algorithm is efficient and fast.
5. Experimental results
We conduct experiments on the databases generated by IBM synthetic data generator to test the efficiency of the TCOM
method. The transactional database that we conduct to show the experimental results is T20I1D100k, which has 100,000
transactions, 1000 items and an average transaction length of 20 items. The computer we used runs on MS-Windows with
a 1.4 GHz processor and 512 MB RAM.
One of our experiments is to test our method on T20I1D100k with different minimum support thresholds. In order to
compare the efficiency of the other notable algorithms with our approach, we modify our algorithms to find the frequent
itemsets and the frequent association rules. The approaches which we compared are a priori algorithm and FP-Growth.
Goethals, B. fromUniversity of Antwerp provides one of themost famous implementations for both approaches.Weobtained
both implementations from his website. In fact, ourmethod needs the overhead to construct the TCOM. However, the TCOM
is built once and can be used for all different support levels. So this set of experiments only compares the efficiency of the
mining process. The results in Table 17 and Fig. 1 show the time just for the mining process. In Table 17, N/A means the a
priori algorithm runs out of memory when the support level is 0.01%.
Then we test our algorithm to find the association rules among infrequent items. A set of experiments is conducted to
show the behavior of TCOM_mining at different minimum confidence level. The results show that for a specific support
level, the running time only makes small difference for different confidences levels from 40% to 90%. Fig. 2 shows the results
on database T20I1D100k with support level 0.1%.
Then we fix the confidence at 50% and test the behavior of TCOM_mining at different support levels on the database
T20I1D100k. Fig. 3 shows the results of these experiments. The running time almost doubled whenmaximum support is 1%
compared with the maximum support as 0.5%. This is reasonable because there are 6.7K rules when the maximum support
is 0.5% while there are about 708K rules when the maximum support is 1%.
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Fig. 3. Running time for mining T20I1D100k with confidence 0.5 at different support levels.
6. Discussion and future work
Finding rule patterns is the ultimate goal for association rulemining task. Inmany circumstances, to find the rule patterns
among the infrequent items are desirable. We propose a new data structure with implementation algorithms to achieve the
above goals. The new data structure TCOM allows random access of any itemset. Especially during the rule mining process,
very little memory is needed beyond the frequent pattern mining process. Experimental results show that our algorithms
are efficient and capable of mining huge transaction databases.
Our algorithms could be further improved if closed itemset and some pruning techniques are used. In the future, we can
further compress the TCOM if the matrix is sparse enough. We need to balance the accessibility and the compression ratio
of the TCOM to achieve a faster execution time.
It should be possible to implement parallel processing in our approach. Since our algorithms are itemset oriented, each
processor could generate the frequent patterns for different items, and hence generate the valid association rules. Or we
could divide the transactions into groups according to their contained items. Then each processor could work on different
groups of transactions and generate its own reduced transactional co-occurrence matrix. During the mining process, the
processors communicate with each other to generate the valid rules. Our future works include verification of the efficiency
and the accuracy of this idea.
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